The takeover time of some selection method is the expected number of iterations of this selection method until the entire population consists of copies of the best individual under the assumption that the initial population consists of a single copy of the best individual. We consider a class of nongenerational selection rules that run the risk of loosing all copies of the best individual with positive probability. Since the notion of a takeover time is meaningless in this case these selection rules are modi ed in that they undo the last selection operation if the best individual gets extinct from the population. We derive exact results or upper bounds for the takeover time for three commonly used selection rules via a random walk or Markov c hain model. The takeover time for each of these three selection rules is O(n logn) with population size n.
Introduction
The notion of the takeover time of selection methods used inevolutionary algorithms was introduced by Goldberg and Deb 1] . Suppose that a nite population of size n consists of a single best individual and n ; 1 w orse ones. The takeover time of some selection method is the expected number of iterations of the selection method until the entire population consists of copies of the best individual. Evidently, this de nition of the takeover time becomes meaningless if all best individuals may get extinct with positive probability. Therefore we study a speci c modi cation of those selection rules: If the all best individual have been erased by erroneous selection then these selection rules undo this extinction by reversing the last selection operation. Here, we concentrate on non-generational selection rules. For such rules Smith and Vavak 2] numerically determined the takeover time or takeover probability based on a Markovian model whereas Rudolph 3] o ered a theoretical analysis via the same Markovian model. This work is an extension of 2, 3 ] a s the modi ed selection rules introduced here have not been considered yet. Section 2 introduces the particular random walk model, which re ects our assumptions regarding the selection rules, and our standard machinery for determining the takeover time or bounds thereof. Section 3 is of preparatory nature as it contains several auxiliary results required in section 4 in which our standard machinery is engaged to provide the takeover times for our modi cations of random replacement selection, noisy binary tournament selection, and \kill tournament" selection. Finally, section 5 relates our ndings to results previously obtained for other selection methods.
Model
Let N t denote the number of copies of the best individual at step t 0. The random sequence (N t ) t 0 with values in S = f1 2 : : : n g and N 0 = 1 i s termed a Markov c hain if
Pf N t+1 = j j N t = i N t;1 = i t;1 : : : N 0 = i 0 g = Pf N t+1 = j j N t = ig = p ij for all t 0 and for all pairs (i j) 2 S S. Since we are only interested in non-generational selection rules the associated Markov c hains reduce to particular random walks that are amenable to a theoretical analysis. These random walks are characterized by the fact that jN t ; N t+1 j 1 for all t 0 as a non-generational selection rule chooses| somehow|an individual from the population and decides|somehow|which individual should be replaced by the previously chosen one. Two special classes of random walks were considered in 3] in this context. Here, we need another class re ecting our assumption that the selection rules undo a potential extinction of the best individual by reversing the last selection operation. This leads to a random walk with one re ecting and one absorbing boundary which is a Markov c hain with 
for 1 j n ; 1. Thus, the plan is as follows:
First, derive the transition probabilities for a nongenerational selection rule that ful lls our assumptions. This is usually easy. Next, these expressions are fed into equation (1) yielding c 1j . The result may be a complicated formula in this case it will be bounded in an appropriate manner. Finally, w e determine the sum
and we are done. For the sake of notational convenience we shall omit the conditioning fN 0 = 1 g and write simply E T ] for the expected takeover time.
Mathematical Prelude
In case of positive i n tegers the Gamma function ;( ) obeys the relationships n ;(n) = ; ( n+1 )=n!. For later purposes we need the following results:
Lemma 1 For n 2 IN, n;1 X k=0 ;(n + k + 1 ) ;(k + 1 ) = ;(2 n + 1 ) (n + 1 ) ; ( n) :
Proof: See 3] , p. 905.
Lemma 2 Let n 2 and 1 j n ; 1. Then S(n j) = n 2 ;(n ; j) ; ( n + j) ;(j + 1) ;(2 n ; j + 1 ) Proof ;(k + 1 ) = 1 n 3 ( n;j;1)+1 ;(n ; j) ;(j + 1 ) ;(2 n ; j + 1 )
with the help of Lemma 1. Insertion of k = n ; j in equation (2) leads to n;1 Y v=j q v = ;(2 n ; j + 1 ) ; ( n ; j + 1 ) n 3 ( n;j)+1 ;(j) : (4) After insertion of equations (3) and (4) 
Noisy Binary Tournament Selection
Two individuals are drawn at random and the best as well as worst member of this sample is identi ed. The worst member replaces the best one with some replacement error probability 2 ( 0 1 2 ), whereas the worst one is replaced by the best one with prob- ;(n) ; ( n ; j) ;(j + 1 ) n;j;1 X k=0 n;j;1;k (1; ) k = 2 n;j;1 n 2 ( n;j;1) ;(n) ; ( n ; j) ;(j + 1 ) (1 ; ) n;j ; n;j 1 ; 2 :
Since n;1 Y v=j q v = 2 ( 1 ; ) n 2 n;j ;(n) ; ( n ; j + 1 )
we g e t b y inserting equations (5) and (6) into equation (1) c 1j = n 2 2 ;(j) ;(j + 1 ) ;(n ; j) ;(n ; j + 1 ) (1 ; ) n;j ; n;j (1 ; ) n;j (1 ; 2 ) = n 2 2 1 j 1 n ; j 
insertion of (7) and (8) in (1) yields c 1j = n 4 j (n ; j) ;(n ; j) ; ( n + j) ;(j + 1) ;(2 n ; j + 1 ) Here, the inequality in (9) follows from Lemma 2.
Summary
Now w e are in the position to compare the takeover times of the selection methods considered here with those examined in 3]. Table 1 o ers an overview of the takeover times of replace worst selection (RW), quaternary (QT ), ternary (T T ) and binary (BT) selection method takeover time QT 1 2 n H n;1 RW 1 2 n H 2 n;1 T T 2 3 n H n;1 BT n H n;1 KT u (n + 1 2 ) H n;1 BT u ( 1 4 ) 2 n H n;1 RR u 2 n 2 n+1 H n;1 BT u ( 1 2 ) n 2 H n;1 Table 1 : Survey of takeover times.
tournament selection with = 0 3], and kill tournament \with undoing" (KT u ), random replacement selection \with undoing" (RR u ) and noisy binary tournament selection \with undoing" and replacement error (BT u ( )). For xed < 1=2 the takeover times of all non-generational selection rules considered here and in 3] are of order O(n log n). Consequently, it does not matter which selection rule is used, provided that the takeover time is actually a key gure of the selection pressure.
